# HOW DOES LPD ASSIST MENTAL HEALTH CONSUMERS?

## TRAINING
- **LPD Academy**
  - How to respond/investigate
- Scenarios
- Case reviews
- Proper documentation
- Available resources for consumers in crisis
- MH Investigation Guide

## CONTINUING EDUCATION
- **Behavioral Health & Threat Assessment (BETA)**
  - Types of MH Diagnoses
- How medications affect consumers
- MH resources for LEOs contacting consumers
- Threat assessment
- ATAP Conference

- **In-Service Training**
  - De-escalation
  - Referral programs
  - Resources for long-term MH solutions

## COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
- **Mental Health Association**
  - REAL Program--LEO referral program (peer support)
  - Honu & Keya Houses--respite homes for consumers
  - WRAP--recovery plans for consumers in crisis

- **Centerpointe**
  - 24/7 crisis line & consultation for officers in field
  - Juvenile Crisis Response Team
  - PIER--respond to assist LEOs contacting consumers in crisis

- **The Bridge**
  - Short & long-term care for substance abuse/dependence

- **Bryan Health**
  - Provides services for consumers in crisis who admit themselves

- **Loss Team**
  - Follow-up with suicide survivors

- **Region V Systems**
  - Provides BH services to regional consumers

- **Lancaster County Crisis Center**
  - Provides services for consumers taken into emergency protective custody by LEOs

- **Targeted Adult Services Coordination (TASC)**
  - respond to assist LEOs contacting consumers in crisis
  - mainly for out-of-county consumers transitioning to Lincoln

- **Multi-Agency Meetings**
  - Collaborative meetings between agencies to address specific consumers' cases, needs, or other issues
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